
Advent Calendar
O U T D O O R  L E A R N I N G

For activity inspiration throughout December, please visit
www.facebook.com/TEPOutdoorLearning



Don't forget to share any completed activities with us:
www.facebook.com/TEPOutdoorLearning

Take a
photograph

of your
favourite

local natural
area

Make some
bark rubbings

and/or leaf
prints to turn
into wrapping

paper

Learn how to
tie at least
one knot,
such as a

Reef Knot or
Clove Hitch

Build a den
for yourself

either indoors
or outdoors

Make some
bird or animal
food for your

outdoor
space

Create a
piece of art,
from nature,
in the style of

Andy
Goldsworthy 

Read and
review a book

that talks
about

adventures
outdoors 

Register for
the 2021 RSPB

Birdwatch
(which takes

place in
January) 

Ride a bike or
go for a

nature walk in
your local

area

Conduct a
wintry science
experiment at

home

Build an
animal den or

bug hotel 

Learn about a
type of code,

such as
Morse, & send
a message to

a friend 

Make a
poster

highlighting
the benefits
of learning
outdoors

Ask your
parent/carer

to take a
photo of you

camouflaged  
in nature

Predict the
weather using

clouds

Go for a walk
with your

family

Make a table
decoration

using nature
items

Tidy your
garden or

outside area

Design and
make some
frozen bird

feeders

Collect some
sticks then
design and

make a
sculpture

Take the
What 3 Words

quiz and
create your

own map

Make a rain
gauge and
record rain
fall for the

rest of
December

Watch and
review a film

that
celebrates

the outdoors

Make your
own boat, for

the bath

Design a
cycling top

for children in
the UK

How to make the Advent Calendar
 You will need A4 card/thick paper, printer, ruler, scissors/craft knife, surface to cut on and glue
 Print both pages on card (ideally)
 On page one, use the ruler to help you cut along three sides of each square. The fourth side will 
 be the “hinge” to open the door
 Stick page one (making sure not to glue the doors) to page two to complete the calendar!
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